Getting Started With SanerNow

“Information is a significant component of most organizations’ competitive strategy
either by the direct collection, management, and interpretation of business
information or the retention of information for day-to-day business processing. Some
of the more obvious results of IS failures include reputational damage, placing the
organization at a competitive disadvantage, and contractual noncompliance. These
impacts should not be underestimated.” ― Ins!tute of Internal Auditors
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Introduction
SanerNow™ is a platform that hosts array of tools to manage and secure your
endpoints. The platform is designed as a SaaS model and provides security and IT
management tools on demand.

Current set of tools offered by the platform

VM

PM

• Vulnerability
management: Continuously
identify vulnerabilities,
understand the risks,
exploitation potential and
mitigation.

• Patch management: Apply
operating system and wide
variety of third-party application
patches on Windows, Linux and
Mac OS X. Automate the process.

AM

CM

• Asset management: Discover
and manage assets. Inventory
your applications and devices.
Ensure their efficient usage.

• Compliance
management: Comply to
regulatory standards benchmark
and stay compliant (PCI, HIPAA,
NIST 800-53, NIST 800-171)

EDR

EM

• Endpoint detection and
response: Detect and Respond to
IoA (Indicators of Attack) and
IoC (Indicators of Compromise).

• Endpoint management: Manage
your endpoints and ensure their
well-being. Check the health
status, deploy applications,
control devices.

For more details regarding the intent of the platform and pricing, please refer to our
website https://www.sanernow.com
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Sign up
On the web page https://www.sanernow.com, click on Sign Up on the top right of
the screen.

A form appears on the screen that requires a valid email address that eventually
becomes username for your login.

Details such as first name and last name must contain alphanumeric characters. A
valid password which should contain at least one number, one upper case, one
lower case and a special character. It must have a minimum length of 7 characters
and a maximum length of 20 characters. Password should only contain these special
characters ~ ! @ $ ^ & * ( ) - = _
Click on Sign Up and following message appears on the screen.
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Troubleshoot: It may happen that you are unable to register, please check your email address,
ensure it is not registered before and it is a valid one.

An email is sent to your email address for verification upon registration which will
need your attention. The email will appear similar to the example below.
You are now all set to secure your endpoints.
You can start using our services by first confirming your email id by
clicking the following URL: https://sanernow.com//accountconfirmation-from-email/abcdefgh
Click on the link in your email which finishes the email verification process.
Troubleshoot: Please check spam folders, just in case you did not receive the mail.

You will be redirected to a web page as shown below after email verification. Click
on Sign in with given email address and password.

Troubleshoot: Email verification and sign up confirmation may take a while. In case you did not
receive a mail or did not land up on the screen above contact support@secpod.com.

3-Step Process for One-time Setup
Once you sign in to the platform, you will have a one-time set up required. You may
select a billing plan, provision tools and update profile.
Troubleshoot: The 3-step process must appear on the screen. In case this 3-step process did not
appear, your email might already be registered for billing earlier, please contact
support@secpod.com for clarification.

Step 1: Select Plan
There are two types of plans, Free SanerNow Evaluation or Monthly Plan. With
Free Evaluation, you could try tools for a month on 10 endpoints. You may switch to
Monthly plan whenever required. Monthly plan can help you provision tools for up
to 5000 endpoints. In case, you need a deployment greater than 5000 endpoints,
please contact support@secpod.com. This plan gets automatically renewed year
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after year. An invoice will be generated after the end of month to the registered
email for the actual number of endpoints deployed and tools provisioned.
FREE EVALUATION SELECTION

MONTHLY PLAN
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Click on next to proceed.

Step 2: Provision Tools
Select the tools that you need to provision for your organization. You may select one
or many tools that our platform currently renders – VM (vulnerability management),
PM (patch management), AM (asset management), CM (compliance management),
EDR(Endpoint detection and response) and EM (Endpoint management).

You can also select all the tools available on our platform.
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Click on next to proceed.

Step 3: Update Profile
Enter your billing details to complete the configuration. Kindly enter your address,
state, country, pin code and preferred currency. A valid phone number may also be
required in this step. Ensure all the details are accurate as this will be used for
generating invoices.

UPDATE PROFILE

Now you are all set to explore further and use the tools.
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Open Saner Platform
Click on Open Saner Platform on the top right of the screen to set up endpoints, this
set up may take 2-5 minutes to collect complete information and load the tools
dashboard.

Once you click on Open Saner Platform, you will be redirected to saner.secpod.com

Account Set Up
Create an account with a name, organization, valid email address (that will be
used for reports and alerts), number of subscriptions and tools to be
provisioned.

CREATE ACCOUNT
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Once account is created successfully, agent build will be created for the account.
This will take a while, please be patient.
ACCOUNT CREATED SUCCESSFULLY

Once builds are created, you may choose to create an alternate user for this
account, in case you need another login. This step is optional.
CREATE USER
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Deploy agents using download link on the page, please select the appropriate
operating system and architecture.

DEPLOY AGENTS

You may choose to create more accounts, users and set up mail settings by
clicking on configuration gear symbol on top right of the screen next to server
time.

Important: It is mandatory to set up sites(accounts) and mail settings. Mail settings are used
to send mails during reports back up and send automation and alerts. Different users will provide
multiple login to the platform to access account information, you can assign users to specific accounts
to control access to all information.

Access to Account and Devices
Click on top left corner of the screen to select accounts and dig deep into the site
information.
ACCOUNT ACCESS
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Manage Devices
Click on Manage > Devices to see tabular information of devices post agent
deployment.
MANAGE DEVICES

Tools Dashboard
Under each account, click on
on the top-centre to open up tools. Click on each
of the tools (VM, AM, PAM, CM, EDR or EM) to unleash the features of each tool.

Troubleshoot: It may happen that you are unable to view all the tools on click of
. This
could be because you have not provisioned tools for that account. In case of issues, please contact
support@secpod.com
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